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nomad shelter hard frame assembly
This guide is intended as a reference for assembling your Nomad Shelter hard window or door frames. If 
you have any questions or concerns through the assembly process, please feel free to get in touch via any 
of the contacts at the bottom of the page. It is recommended to read through the entire guide before 
getting started. You will need a ratchet strap, framer’s square, drill with torx bit, and ratchets or 
wrenches for the lag bolts.

Make sure you have a large flat surface to assemble your frame flush and square.

1. Lay down a ratchet strap fully lengthened. This will be looped over the frame and tightened to hold   
the frame together for fastening.

2. Lay down the face boards on the ratchet strap, perpendicular to the strap, with the finished side up.

3. Set the bottom plate and the top plate in place, as labeled, with the rounded side up.

4. Tighten the rachet strap to bring the frame together and hold it in place.

5. Check the frame with a framer's square for 90 degree corner angles.  Adjust the strap and boards as 
necessary.

6. Tighten the 3" Torx screws to fasten the top and bottom plates in place.  Use two screws on each side 
(4 screws per plate).

7. Install and tighten the lag bolts holding the frame together (12 lag bolts per frame).

8. Install the header on the upper portion of the frame, with the finished side facing upwards to match 
the face boards. Fasten the header with 3" Torx screws (1 screw per foot of header, or 5 screws 
minimum).

10. Install the trim boards on the inside face of frame. Fasten the trimmers with 2.5" Torx screws (14 per 
side, 28 screws total per frame).


